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EMPOWERING AMERICAN WORKERS AND RAISING
WAGES
Share f t

Returning power to working people will be the overarching goal of my

presidency. Add your name if you agree: it's time for the most progressive and

comprehensive agenda for workers since the New Deal.

Over the past few decades, fundamental changes in our economy have left

millions of working families hanging on by their fingernails. Wages have largely

stagnated even as corporate profits have soared and worker productivity has

risen steadily. The share of national income that goes to labor has declined

and is near its lowest point in almost 70 years. 

These trends reflect a shift of trillions of dollars away from the pockets of

working families. And they are all driven by a single underlying problem:

American workers don’t have enough power. 

A key reason is the systematic attack on unions by giant corporations and their

allies in Washington and in state governments. The percentage of unionized

workers has plummeted from roughly 35% to just over 10% since the 1950s,

leaving too many workers without a strong voice in the workplace. But the
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problem goes beyond this frontal assault. Decades of accumulating decisions

in corporate boardrooms and in Washington have shifted more and more

power into the hands of Wall Street managers, CEOs, and other elites - and

money along with it.       

We cannot have a truly democratic society with so little power in the hands of

working people. We cannot have sustained and inclusive economic growth

without a stronger labor movement. That’s why returning power to working

people will be the overarching goal of my presidency.

To do that, I will partner with Congress, use bold executive action, and

leverage the federal procurement process to pursue the most progressive

and comprehensive agenda for workers since the New Deal. 

My agenda has five broad goals: 

Extending labor rights to all workers

Strengthening organizing, collective bargaining, and the right to strike

Raising wages and protecting pensions 

Increasing worker choice and control

Expanding worker protections, combating discrimination, and improving

enforcement 

I will also remake the federal courts with nominees who support working

people. That starts at the top: I pledge as President to nominate a

demonstrated advocate for workers to fill any Supreme Court vacancy. We

can’t afford more decisions from the Supreme Court and appellate courts that

strip workers of rights and hand more power to corporations.  

Together, these changes will shift power back towards working people, boost

America’s labor movement, and help create an economy that works for

everyone.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/27/us/politics/supreme-court-unions-organized-labor.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-court-employment/companies-win-big-at-us-top-court-on-worker-class-action-curbs-idUSKCN1IM1GW
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2018/07/18/scotuss-labor-decisions-bad-news-for-working-people/
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ADD YOUR NAME IF YOU AGREE
It's time for the most progressive and comprehensive agenda for workers since
the New Deal.

There are three core federal laws that protect and empower workers. The

National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protects the rights of workers to engage

in collective bargaining with employers. The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)

creates a federal minimum wage and sets overtime and other wage

requirements. And the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSH Act) aims to

ensure a safe working environment. 

These laws should protect all workers. But outdated exceptions - some

originally motivated by outright racism or sexism - and changes in modern

working arrangements have denied millions of workers these basic

protections. My plan would right these wrongs and help raise labor standards

for all workers by: 

Extending basic protections to farm workers and domestic workers: Both

farm workers and domestic workers are not covered by the NLRA and not

fully covered by the FLSA and the OSH Act. Some of these exclusions date

back to objections from Southern segregationist politicians in the 1930s,

who did not want these workers (in many cases, disproportionately women

and people of color both then and still today) to have basic worker

protections. These exclusions hurt millions of workers and have no
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justification. That’s why I will fight to pass the Domestic Workers Bill of

Rights and the Fairness for Farm Workers Act, proposals that address

these historical injustices. I’m also committed to ensuring that these

workers have the right to organize, whether through the NLRA or some

other means.

Ending worker misclassification as “independent contractors”: An

“employee” has a number of rights under federal law that an “independent

contractor” does not have. As a result, companies often attempt to

misclassify workers as independent contractors. While rideshare

companies like Uber and Lyft have attracted the most attention for this kind

of persistent worker misclassification, the practice is common across a

variety of industries. This practice denies basic rights to millions of workers,

and I will fight to end it as President. I strongly backed a recent law in

California that will help end worker misclassification in that state, and I will

push to enact a similar law at the federal level. I will also push to make

worker misclassification itself a violation of labor law. And I will use every

administrative tool available to end worker misclassification from the day I

enter office. 

Adopting a broad “joint employer” standard under the FLSA and the

NLRA: Employers have certain obligations to their employees under the

FLSA and the NLRA. The Trump Administration has proposed a new rule

that defines “employer” very narrowly so that big companies like

McDonald’s are not considered employers of the workers who work at

McDonald’s franchises. This leaves many workers without the ability to

bargain with - or hold accountable - the corporate entities who exercise

significant control over their work. I helped lead the fight to ensure a broad

definition of employer so that workers could hold big companies

accountable - before Trump’s Labor Department reversed course. I will

direct my Labor Department to scrap the new Trump rule and write a new

one that defines employer broadly. And I will push to enact the Protecting

the Right to Organize (PRO) Act, which addresses this problem in statute

and empowers the millions of workers who work for franchises and

subcontractors. 

Narrowing the definition of “supervisor” in the NLRA so that more

employees gain collective bargaining rights: The NLRA includes a broad

exemption that effectively prevents “supervisors” from joining a union. The

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/2112/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/385/cosponsors
https://s27147.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/Rights-On-Demand-Report.pdf
https://www.sacbee.com/opinion/article233987982.html
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/misclassifying-workers-does-not-violate-34702/
https://www.dol.gov/whd/flsa/jointemployment2019/index.htm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-labor-department-mcdonalds-joint-employers_n_5ca23793e4b014390a16741b
https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-employment-nlrb/senate-democrats-tell-nlrb-to-stop-joint-employer-rulemaking-idUSL2N1T128G
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1306
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current broad definition of “supervisor” prevents millions of employees who

occasionally engage in minor supervisory tasks - like charge nurses and

construction foremen - from joining fellow employees to unionize.

Employers can also delay union organizing by challenging whether certain

employees are “supervisors.” By narrowing this category to make clear that

a supervisor is someone who spends the majority of their time on

supervisory tasks and exercises real managerial authority, we will give

millions of additional employees the right to organize.  

Clarifying that graduate students are “employees” that can unionize: In

2016, the National Labor Relations Board in the Obama Administration

determined that graduate students who get paid for teaching or research

are “employees” and therefore have a right to unionize. That set off a wave

of unionization efforts, which I supported and encouraged. But the Trump

Administration’s NLRB recently proposed a new rule reversing that

Obama-era ruling. I will appoint NLRB members who would scrap the

Trump rule and revive the right of graduate students to organize. And I will

fight for legislation to reaffirm that graduate students are employees so

future administrations cannot strip them of their rights again. 

Guaranteeing public sector workers the right to organize: I will fight to

enact the Public Service Freedom to Negotiate Act, which ensures that

public employees can organize and bargain collectively in every state. 

Expanding the rights of federal workers: My administration will

immediately rescind the Trump executive orders attacking federal sector

unions by restoring the ability to grieve personnel actions, preserving

“official time” for unions to represent workers fully, and directing agencies

to overturn the limited version of collective bargaining now in place. I will

also fight to ensure that federal workers are paid continuously during

government shutdowns rather than facing furloughs and no-pay status, and

crack down on contracting out services and on the widespread use of temp

workers. And I will ensure the right of federal workers to strike. 

Ensuring employers can’t exploit undocumented workers and drive down

standards for all workers: The 2002 Supreme Court case Hoffman Plastic

Compounds v. NLRB held that an undocumented worker could not receive

the backpay he was owed from an employer who had violated the NLRA.

That 5-4 ruling is wrong and denies millions of undocumented workers

https://www.jacksonlewis.com/resources-publication/registered-nurses-serving-charge-nurses-were-supervisors-under-nlra-federal-appeals-court-rules
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34350.pdf
https://www.jwj.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/UROCUEDcompressedfullreport.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/24/business/graduate-students-clear-hurdle-in-effort-to-form-union.html?module=inline
https://pittnews.com/article/147054/featured/elizabeth-warren-behind-grad-student-union/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/08/29/warren-stands-with-grad-students-union-fight/ONT6ZwS6pDu7QhPk8p8ZoK/story.html
https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2019/09/grad-student-unions-dealt-blow-proposed-new-rule-says-students-aren-t-employees
https://edlabor.house.gov/download/public-service-freedom-to-negotiate-act
https://www.hrw.org/report/2005/01/24/blood-sweat-and-fear/workers-rights-us-meat-and-poultry-plants
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redress for illegal firings or other retaliatory conduct by an employer. The

case encourages employers to hire undocumented immigrants and exploit

them in numerous fields, including construction and manufacturing, which

could lower wages for all workers. I will fight to amend the NLRA to end this

form of exploitation and ensure that all workers are protected.

Extending protections to home care workers: More than three million

people work as home health aides or personal care aides, and another

million more are likely to join that line of work by 2028. I will work with

home care workers and their advocates to ensure equal treatment for them

under our labor laws. That includes guaranteeing that all home care workers

can join a union or other worker organization, creating training and

certificate programs to address safety, and enforcing adequate federal

nursing home staff minimum requirements. And my administration will

reverse a cynical Trump-era rule that prevents home care workers that

work with Medicaid beneficiaries from using paycheck deductions for

health insurance contributions and union dues. 

One of the primary goals of my administration will be reversing the steady

decline in union membership and putting workers at the center of our

economy. Unions built America’s middle class, and with the strong support of

my administration, they will help rebuild America’s middle class.  

My plan guarantees working people their organizing rights and makes it easier

for unions to secure contracts and assert their rights in all industries. My plan

also supports sectoral bargaining so that workers in the same field across

various companies can work together to negotiate higher wages and benefits

for all of them.  

Guaranteeing Organizing Rights

Big corporations and their allies at the federal and state level have waged a

decades-long war against the organizing rights of workers. I’ll fight back by: 

STRENGTHENING ORGANIZING, COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING, AND THE RIGHT TO STRIKE

https://repository.law.umich.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1203&context=mjlr
https://www.bls.gov/ooh/healthcare/home-health-aides-and-personal-care-aides.htm
https://theintercept.com/2019/05/16/lawsuit-home-care-workers-union-dues/
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Prohibiting states from enacting so-called “right to work” laws: Twenty-

eight states currently have “right to work” laws, which prohibit unions and

employers from agreeing that any employee who benefits from a union

contract should have to pay dues to support the union. These state laws

deprive union treasuries of funds needed to represent workers, bargain

contracts, and organize new workers, and are associated with significantly

lower wages for workers. I’ve led the fight to repeal the federal law that

permits states to pass these anti-worker laws, and enacting that change

will be a top priority of mine as President. 

Adopting “card check” and passing the Protecting the Right to Organize

(PRO) Act: If a majority of employees vote to form a union, they should be

able to form a union. And if they form a union, they should be able to reach

an agreement with their employer quickly. That’s why I support card check,

which would allow unions to be certified if a majority of employees sign

union cards or otherwise express support for a union. I also support the

PRO Act, which, among other things, requires employers and unions to

enter binding arbitration to secure a collective bargaining agreement within

120 days of negotiations beginning to address cases in which employers

refuse to bargain or engage in delaying tactics to string out negotiations. 

Limiting employer interference in union elections: The decision to join a

union should be up to workers and labor organizations only. Yet today,

employers have the ability to interfere in that decision in all sorts of ways. I

will push to repeal Section 8(c) of the Taft-Hartley Act, a provision that

permits employer interference like compelling worker attendance at anti-

union meetings and restricting reasonable union access to the workplace.

Recognizing the value of workers and collective bargaining in the

procurement process: I have already committed to requiring federal

contractors to pay workers a minimum wage of $15 an hour. Beyond that, I

don’t believe it’s appropriate for the federal government to spend the

public’s money doing business with employers that violate their workers’

legal rights to organize and bargain. My administration will use every legal

tool it has within the procurement process to promote good union jobs. 

Amending antitrust law to protect gig workers: As long as gig workers are

considered independent contractors, they may not be able to bargain

collectively or form unions under state or municipal law because such

https://www.workplacefairness.org/unions-right-to-work-laws
https://www.epi.org/blog/new-study-confirms-that-right-to-work-laws-are-associated-with-significantly-lower-wages/
https://www.epi.org/blog/new-study-confirms-that-right-to-work-laws-are-associated-with-significantly-lower-wages/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1838
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1306
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/valuing-the-work-of-women-of-color-c652bf6ccc9a
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organizing can be considered price-fixing under federal antitrust law.

Although some states have taken steps to crack down on the widespread

practice of misclassifying workers as independent contractors - and I will

push for a federal law to end worker misclassification - we should also

protect these workers in any interim period. A Warren administration will

modernize antitrust law to protect the right of these individuals to form

unions.

Cracking down on intimidation by state and local officials: In recent years,

we’ve seen state officeholders insert themselves into organizing

campaigns to threaten workers with all manner of consequences should

they form a union. These officials have put the full weight of their offices on

the scale to campaign with employers against unions. While state and local

leaders have constitutional rights to express political opinions against

unionization, the federal government has tools to fight back. And under my

leadership, it will. When state or local officeholders use their power and

influence to intimidate workers or to dissuade them from unionizing, a

Warren administration will respond. We will make sure that affected

workers know the federal government will protect their rights, and we will

take every step possible to prevent federal resources from being used by

state or local government to intimidate or coerce workers who are

exercising their rights under federal law. 

Broadening the NLRB’s enforcement authority and creating a private

right of action for employees: The NLRB has limited enforcement tools,

which makes it easier for employers to get away with breaking the law.

That’s why workers should have a private right of action against employers

who engage in unfair labor practices. And that’s why I want the NLRB to

have much stronger enforcement authority, including: 

the power to impose compensatory and punitive damages on employers

who break the law; 

greater authority to seek injunctive relief to order employers to bargain

with unions, even in the absence of an election, when the employer has

violated the law; and

A requirement to seek an injunction to reinstate a worker if the NLRB

finds that the worker has been the victim of unlawful retaliation.

https://www.timesfreepress.com/news/breakingnews/story/2019/may/30/lee-uaw-hurt-business-recruitment/495691/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-boeing-machinists-haley-idUSKBN0MT24A20150402
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Legalizing craft units: In 2011, the NLRB held that craft units - which are

smaller, cohesive segments of workers in a larger employer’s workplace,

such as mechanics in the airline industry or cosmetic workers in a retail

setting - were permissible under the NLRA. Unfortunately, the Trump NLRB

has undermined these types of units. A Warren administration will appoint

NLRB members who will legalize these units.

Strengthening the NLRB regional offices: I will also push to upgrade the

NLRB regional and sub-regional offices, which is where most disputes are

resolved. 

Making It Easier for Unions to Assert Their Rights and Expanding the Right to

Strike

My plan also makes it easier for unions to assert basic rights by:

Strengthening the right of workers to strike: In the last few years, working

people in all walks of life have rediscovered their right to strike, and have

won real gains. In 2018, there were 20 major work stoppages, which

represented the largest number of strikes since 1986. I supported these

efforts - including the striking teachers in Oklahoma, West Virginia, and

Kentucky - and stood with striking workers on the picket lines. My plan

builds on these efforts and further empowers workers by: 

banning the permanent replacement of strikers; 

protecting the rights of workers to engage in repeated, short-term

strikes - sometimes called pattern or intermittent strikes - by appointing

NLRB members who recognize that such strikes are legal under the

NLRA; and

committing to a very high standard for intervening in strikes in all

industries. 

Eliminating secondary boycott restrictions and the ban on “hot cargo

agreements”: Secondary boycott restrictions forbid a labor organization in

a labor dispute with one company from putting economic pressure on

another company that does business with the company originally

https://www.laboremploymentlawblog.com/2017/12/articles/national-labor-relations-act/nlrb-overturns-specialty-healthcare/
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/wkstp.nr0.htm
https://kfor.com/2018/09/22/elizabeth-warren-speaks-at-oklahoma-education-rally/
https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/politics/protests-teachers-trump-oklahoma-kentucky/index.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/04/12/senator-warren-join-striking-stop-shop-workers/ThL3VjgB7Msx7bghEYdh0N/story.html
https://www.michiganradio.org/post/elizabeth-warren-joins-picket-line-outside-gm-plant-detroit
https://www.labornotes.org/2013/10/one-day-strikes-word-wise
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enmeshed in the labor dispute. Employers can seek injunctions against

unions that violate these secondary boycott provisions. A related provision

is the ban on “hot cargo agreements,” which forbids provisions in collective

bargaining agreements in which employers commit in advance to boycott

or refuse to do business with any other employer involved in a labor dispute.

I will fight to repeal the secondary boycott and hot cargo provisions so that

workers gain more leverage and can join together in common cause across

workplaces. Repealing these provisions would also strengthen the ability

of workers and unions to engage in “signal” or free speech picketing, a

powerful tool to draw attention to critical issues like climate change and

human rights abuses.

Curtailing employer lockouts: Employer-initiated lockouts have become a

more common tool for employers to force employees to accept significant

concessions. Under current rules, workers and management are not on

equal footing - while employers can maintain production during strikes,

workers often struggle to maintain their incomes during employer lockouts. 

That’s why my administration will curtail lockouts. Lockouts can disrupt the

federal contracting process, and my administration will take that into account

in awarding federal contracts. And I will push for the NLRB to use its

rulemaking authority to trim back decades of law that have given employers

broader lockout authority, and use its injunctive power early in the lockout

process to bring them to an end.

Promoting Sectoral Bargaining

Under existing law, workers usually bargain with a single company at a time.

By contrast, sectoral bargaining is when particular categories of workers (like

fast food workers or janitors) negotiate across firms.

Sectoral bargaining can have two significant benefits. Each individual firm may

have a strong incentive to resist collective bargaining if it believes it will raise

costs and put the firm in a worse position relative to its competitors. But if

every firm is bound by the same bargaining outcome, their relative standing

remains. That creates conditions for a more successful bargaining process.

https://www.nlrb.gov/about-nlrb/who-we-are/our-history/1959-landrum-griffin-act?gt%3B=
https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Galleries/labor_member_files/NLRB%20Treatment%20of%20Secondary%20Picketing,%20Handbilling,%20and%20Bannering%20-%20A%20Section%208(b)(4)(B)%20Primer%20(Prager,%202010)_1.pdf
https://www.bostonglobe.com/business/2018/08/16/lockouts-appear-giving-employers-more-clout-union-strikes-fade/ermXcZ8ZXInPZV4iaNQtQL/story.html
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Sectoral bargaining also permits tailored standards that build on broad

requirements like minimum wage laws or basic worker safety standards.

Sectoral bargaining can help ensure that wages and worker safety standards

can go above the legal floors created by federal, state, and local law.  

But sectoral bargaining remains difficult under current law. A Warren

administration will amend federal labor law to promote sectoral bargaining so

that workers across industries - fast food workers at McDonald’s, Burger King,

and Taco Bell, or child care workers across different employers - can band

together and bargain alongside labor organizations to improve wages, hours,

and working conditions on an industry-wide basis. 

My plan raises wages for workers and protects the hard-earned pensions and

other retirement savings of working people by: 

Raising the federal minimum wage to $15 an hour for all workers,

including tipped workers and workers with disabilities: I will fight to pass

the Raise the Wage Act, which increases the federal minimum wage to $15

an hour for all workers - including tipped workers and workers with

disabilities - and indexes the minimum wage to median wage growth. While

I push to enact that legislation, I will sign an executive order on the first day

of my administration to require all federal contractors to pay a $15-an-hour

minimum wage.

Providing more overtime pay to millions of workers by reviving and

expanding the Obama-era overtime rule: The Department of Labor under

President Obama issued a rule that doubled the salary threshold under

which salaried workers must automatically receive overtime pay. The

Trump Administration recently cut back that threshold significantly,

cutting pay for roughly 8 million workers. I fought hard for the Obama

overtime rule and my administration will reinstate it administratively - with

the salary threshold adjusted upward for inflation and other factors. I’ll also

push for a new law to lock in these changes so future administrations can’t

weaken the overtime rule again.

RAISING WAGES AND PROTECTING PENSIONS

https://rooseveltinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Rebuilding-Worker-Voices-final-2.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/150
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/valuing-the-work-of-women-of-color-c652bf6ccc9a
https://www.vox.com/2016/5/18/11702436/obama-overtime-rule
https://www.epi.org/press/the-trump-administrations-overtime-rule-leaves-millions-of-workers-behind/
https://www.epi.org/publication/epi-comments-regarding-the-department-of-labors-proposed-overtime-rule/
https://www.boston.com/news/politics/2016/05/18/elizabeth-warren-overtime-big-deal
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Increasing antitrust scrutiny of consolidation that drives down wages:

The growing consolidation of employers in certain areas is driving down

wages. Studies show a 17% decline in wages between markets in the 25th

percentile of market consolidation and those in the 75th percentile of

market consolidation. But antitrust authorities have largely ignored labor

market consolidation: since 1960, approximately 97% of consolidation

cases have dealt with product markets, rather than labor markets. The

federal government has the authority to review mergers for this kind of

harmful effect on the labor market and my administration will reject

mergers if they create labor market consolidation that will drive down

wages.

Protecting the Davis-Bacon Act and supporting project labor

agreements: The Davis-Bacon Act guarantees the payment of prevailing

local wage rates to all laborers and mechanics on federal construction

projects. This is a basic labor protection in the construction industry and I

will insist that it apply to all federal construction spending in a Warren

administration. I will also support project labor agreements in construction. 

Supporting new apprenticeships: I’ve already proposed increasing federal

investments in apprenticeships tenfold. In addition, I will direct the Labor

Department to set aside funding for apprenticeships on any construction

projects using federal dollars, and to partner with labor organizations and

joint labor/management apprentice programs to establish new training

requirements and apprenticeship programs in industries throughout the

country, including in home care, nursing, and hospitality.

Defending worker pensions and other retirement savings: Workers

earned their pensions and my administration will defend every penny of

them. My administration will recognize the value of defined-benefit

pension, and on multi-employer pensions, I will push to pass the Butch-

Lewis Act to create a loan program for the most financially distressed

pension plans in the country. I will work with labor leaders, policy experts,

fund counsel, actuaries, and benefits specialists to improve the pension

system and to devise policy for financially challenged plans that are not in

immediate distress. And I will restore the Labor Department’s fiduciary rule

that the Trump administration delayed and failed to defend in court, so

that brokers can’t cheat workers out of their retirement savings.

https://rooseveltinstitute.org/how-widespread-labor-monopsony-some-new-results-suggest-its-pervasive/
http://www.marinescu.eu/AzarMarinescuSteinbaum.pdf
https://promarket.org/ftc-should-focus-labor-monopsony/
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=13776&context=journal_articles
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/a-plan-for-economic-patriotism-13b879f4cfc7
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/2254
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2018/06/18/492463.htm
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Protecting union workers in the transition to Medicare for All: Unions

have fought long and hard to win compensation in the form of high-quality

health insurance for members and their families. But in every contract

negotiation that unions and employers pursue, the unchecked cost of

health insurance threatens to consume the agenda and crowd out progress

on other important issues like wage increases or enhanced retirement

security. Medicare for All will break this pattern. In both the transition to

Medicare for All and its implementation, my administration will work

closely with unions and multiemployer health insurance funds to protect

the gains they have made and to draw on their experience providing quality

health care to working people.

Over the past few decades, changes in corporate philosophy and decisions in

Washington have left workers with fewer employment choices and less control

over the companies that employ them. My plan reverses that trend by: 

Requiring large companies to let workers elect board members: Under my

Accountable Capitalism bill, American companies with $1 billion or more in

annual revenue must let employees elect no less than 40% of the

company’s Board members. That is a crucial tool for giving millions of

workers more control over corporate decisions on everything from wages

and benefits to outsourcing and long-term investments. One of the

companies that would be covered by this requirement is General Motors,

where 46,000 workers represented by UAW went on strike because of the

company’s refusal to let workers get a fair share of the billions of dollars in

profits the company has made. Letting GM workers elect 40% of the

company’s board would help ensure that workers get the wages and

benefits they deserve.   

Prohibiting non-compete clauses in employment contracts: Non-compete

clauses - which can prevent workers from leaving to work for a competing

employer - have become common, including in lower-wage work. These

clauses depress wages and deny workers opportunities to find a better job.

A 2016 Treasury Department report found that non-compete agreements

are associated with lower wages and lower wage growth. And empirical

INCREASING WORKER CHOICE AND CONTROL

https://www.vox.com/2018/8/15/17683022/elizabeth-warren-accountable-capitalism-corporations
https://www.freep.com/story/money/cars/general-motors/2019/09/29/gm-strike-uaw-update-status/3788205002/
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-11-12/non-compete-clauses-trap-too-many-american-workers
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/24/non-compete-clause-low-wage-workers-lawsuits-rights
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/economic-policy/Documents/UST%20Non-competes%20Report.pdf
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evidence shows that banning these agreements raises wages: a recent

study found that Oregon’s 2008 ban on non-compete agreements for

hourly workers increased hourly wages overall by 2-3%, and estimated that

wages might be as much as 14-21% higher for workers who were actually

bound by non-competes. I’ve pushed for more scrutiny of these clauses. As

President, I will pursue legislation to ban them entirely. 

Banning “no-poach” agreements: The majority of employment contracts

for major franchisors like McDonald’s and Burger King include “no-poach”

agreements, which prevent one franchisee from hiring away an employee

from another franchisee. I believe these agreements violate antitrust laws

and suppress wages. I will push to prohibit them.

Prohibiting forced arbitration agreements and class action waivers in

employment contracts: Many employers require workers to sign

employment contracts that force them into arbitration over any

employment-related dispute and prevent them from banding together in

class action lawsuits against their employers. These provisions make it

harder for workers to challenge wage theft, harassment, and discrimination.

I will immediately prohibit federal contractors from including these

agreements in their employment contracts, and I will push for a new federal

law to ban them for all employers. 

Every worker should be safe at work. Every worker should be treated with

dignity and respect. And any employer that fails to ensure these conditions

should be held accountable. My plan upholds these principles by:   

Guaranteeing fairer scheduling practices: Many workers - especially those

in low-wage service sector jobs - have highly unpredictable schedules. Their

total number of hours can vary wildly from week to week and they may not

know in advance what days they are working in a week. That makes

scheduling child care or attending classes really difficult. I have written

legislation called the Schedules that Work Act that requires employers

with more than 15 employees to provide schedules at least two weeks in

EXPANDING WORKPLACE PROTECTIONS, COMBATING
DISCRIMINATION, AND IMPROVING ENFORCEMENT

https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=937027118025005088069065094067081002015011046006095011102005013125086118098068019112012063127057051019035114091107127090108083038047089019092070115000002018064000028055062004104123023114088076121013114116103088080097004028077065127023083070086089110105&EXT=pdf
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/434992-warren-klobuchar-call-on-ftc-to-curtail-use-of-non-compete-clauses
http://ftp.iza.org/dp11672.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-puzder-lawsuit-20170208-story.html
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/mergers-and-antitrust/booker-warren-re-introduce-bill-banning-no-poach-contracts
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/valuing-the-work-of-women-of-color-c652bf6ccc9a
http://www.nationalpartnership.org/our-work/resources/workplace/equal-opportunity/schedules-that-work-act-fact-sheet.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1386
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advance and protects workers from retaliation for asking for a scheduling

change to accommodate things like childcare and night school. Enacting

this bill will give workers back some more control over their lives. 

Supporting new worker safety protections for health care, transit, and

social service workers: According to OSHA, close to 75% of workplace

assaults happen in either the healthcare or social services industries. Also,

there has been a 40% increase in assaults against transit workers in the

last year. I will work with employees in these fields to address worker

safety, including by pushing to pass the Workplace Violence Prevention

for Health Care and Social Service Workers Act.

Expanding the ability of states to enact stronger worker protections laws

by limiting the scope of federal preemption in certain areas: Federal

worker protections should be a floor, not a ceiling. My administration will

examine reforms to statutes like ERISA and the NLRA so that they do not

preempt positive experimentation by states and municipalities around

issues of economic security and worker benefits. Strategic revisions to

these federal statutes could promote the ability of states and cities to

improve conditions for workers without weakening substantive worker

protections.

Addressing employment discrimination with landmark new protections

for workers: I will push for several new protections for workers, including:

Protecting workers from discrimination during the hiring process: During

the hiring process, employers use salary history and criminal records to

make offers, locking women into lower wages and discriminating against

formerly incarcerated people. I’ve already promised to ban federal

contractors from asking applicants for previous salary information and

violating the EEOC’s criminal records guidance. And I’ve already

committed to reversing guidance exempting privately run re-entry

programs from anti-discrimination laws. I’ll go further to address

inequality in the job market by codifying the EEOC guidance so it applies

to all private employers and directing the EEOC to bring pattern-and-

practice suits against companies that have a history of this kind of

discrimination. 

Codifying anti-discrimination protections for LGBTQ+ workers: The

Supreme Court may side with the Trump administration and exclude gay

https://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3148.pdf
https://nypost.com/2019/09/11/data-shows-assaults-on-mta-workers-up-39-percent-in-2019-union/
https://courtney.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/courtney-introduces-legislation-reduce-violence-against-health-care-and
http://www.minnesotalawreview.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/8Watkins_MLR.pdf
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/valuing-the-work-of-women-of-color-c652bf6ccc9a
https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/arrest_conviction.cfm#VIII
https://medium.com/@teamwarren/rethinking-public-safety-to-reduce-mass-incarceration-and-strengthen-communities-90e8591c6255
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1001891/download
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and transgender people from basic Title VII employment protections in

an upcoming case. I’ll prohibit granting federal contracts to any

company lacking a nondiscriminatory hiring policy that recognizes

gender identity and sexual orientation as protected classes, regardless

of the upcoming Supreme Court decision. And I’ll push to pass the

bipartisan Equality Act to codify workplace protections for LGBTQ+

workers.

Stopping employers from using traits historically associated with race to

discriminate against workers: In EEOC v. Catastrophe Management

Solutions, a federal appeals court held that it is lawful to discriminate

against employees with dreadlocks under a “race-neutral” grooming

policy despite the disproportionate impact on people of color. California

has banned workplace discrimination based on hairstyle, and several

states are poised to do the same. I will push to pass federal anti-

discrimination legislation that includes traits historically associated with

race, including hair texture.

Defending the rights of workers with disabilities: In addition to

guaranteeing workers with disabilities a minimum wage of $15 an hour, I

will push to pass the Transformation to Competitive Employment Act,

which would support a transition towards competitive, integrated

employment for people with disabilities through grants and technical

assistance.

Protecting the rights of pregnant workers: I will fight to pass the

Pregnant Workers Fairness Act, which, among other things, makes it

illegal to fail to make reasonable accommodations for pregnant workers

or to deny employment opportunities to pregnant workers based on the

need to make such reasonable accommodations.

Strengthening service worker protections against harassment and

discrimination: I will fight to enact the BE HEARD in the Workplace Act,

which closes loopholes in federal anti-discrimination law related to

harassment on the basis of gender. It extends protections to

independent contractors and workers in companies with fewer than 15

employees, a change that could help workers in the entertainment

industry, domestic workers, home care workers, and women working in

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/22/us/politics/supreme-court-gay-transgender-employees.html?module=inline
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5
https://www.vox.com/2018/4/18/17242788/chastity-jones-dreadlock-job-discrimination
https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/7/3/20680946/california-crown-act-natural-hair-discrimination
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/legal-and-compliance/state-and-local-updates/pages/hairstyle-discrimination-bans-help-shield-workers-from-race-bias.aspx
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/09/19/more-states-are-trying-protect-black-employees-who-want-wear-natural-hairstyles-work/
https://edlabor.house.gov/media/press-releases/chairman-scott-senator-casey-and-congresswoman-mcmorris-rodgers-introduce-bipartisan-bill-to-help-workers-with-disabilities-transition-to-competitive-integrated-employment
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/2694/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1082/cosponsors
https://www.vox.com/2019/4/9/18300478/sexual-harassment-me-too-be-heard-democrats
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small businesses, who currently are without legal protections against

harassment.

Significantly strengthening enforcement of worker protection laws: We

must strengthen our enforcement of worker protection laws so that

employers cannot exploit employees or put them in danger with impunity,

including by:

Substantially increasing funding for the EEOC, OSHA, the DOL Civil

Rights Center, and the wage and hour division of the Labor Department:

Each of these agencies plays a crucial role in enforcing worker

protections and each is badly underfunded - and the Trump budget

proposed even further cuts. The EEOC - which enforces provisions in

laws such as the American Disabilities Act, the 1964 Civil Rights Act,

and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act - has had virtually stagnant

funding since 1980, while the number of workplace discrimination

complaints received doubled over the last decade. In 1978, each OSHA

inspector was responsible for safety inspections at the workplaces of

approximately 60,000 workers. Now it’s 180,000 workers. In 1978,

investigators at the Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division were

responsible for approximately 69,000 workers. Today, DOL

investigators are responsible for an average of 175,000 workers. I will

substantially increase funding for these agencies so they have the

resources they need to do their jobs. I will also strengthen and expand

grants to unions and labor organizations to help expand our inspectional

reach.

Substantially increasing penalties for violations of wage-and-hour laws,

worker safety laws, and anti-discrimination laws: Currently, the statutory

maximum penalties for these kinds of violations are laughably small and

fail to adequately deter misconduct. For example, according to the

Department of Labor, the statutory maximum penalty for willful or

repeated violations of minimum wage and overtime laws is just $1,000,

and the statutory maximum for willful or repeated violations of child

labor laws is just $10,000. I will push to substantially increase these

maximum penalties so that employers don’t view violations as the cost

of doing business.

https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/house-shuns-trump-funding-cut-requests-for-labor-agencies
https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/6/14/18663296/congress-eeoc-workplace-discrimination
https://www.epi.org/files/uploads/Unchecked-Corporate-Power-web.pdf
https://www.epi.org/files/uploads/Unchecked-Corporate-Power-web.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/general/topic/youthlabor/enforcement
https://www.dol.gov/general/topic/youthlabor/enforcement
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Targeting enforcement at industries with the most frequent violations:

Even with more funding, our worker protection agencies should target

enforcement resources by directing them towards the industries with

the worst track record. 

Directing the Department of Labor to refer violators of labor law to the

Justice Department for criminal prosecution: Under the OSH Act,

someone who willfully violates worker safety laws resulting in the death

of a worker can receive criminal punishment. I will direct the Labor

Department to prioritize criminal referrals to the Justice Department for

companies and individuals who repeatedly put workers’ health and

safety at risk. 

Ensuring that the Department of Labor partners with unions to improve

enforcement: The Labor Department should partner whenever and

wherever possible with labor organizations to increase compliance and

strengthen enforcement. 

Using the procurement process to crack down on companies that violate

labor laws: I’ve pushed government agencies to provide tougher

oversight of companies that violate labor laws. As President, I will ensure

that our taxpayer dollars don’t go to support companies with bad track

records of exploiting workers or putting their health and safety at risk.
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